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Abstract: Recent international efforts have brought us closer to unveiling the century old mystery of the

origin of cosmic rays. Cosmic ray, gamma ray, and neutrino observatories are reaching the necessary sensitivity

to study the highest energy cosmic accelerators and to begin the use of cosmic particles to study particle

interactions above laboratory energies. The number of known gamma-ray sources has increased by orders of

magnitude. Possible cosmic ray sources have narrowed down with the confirmation of an ankle and the GZK-

like spectral feature at the highest energies. Anisotropies in the distribution of arrival directions of cosmic

rays at intermediate energies show a complex local neighborhood of the Galaxy. At the highest energies the

dawn of particle astronomy is still challenging while composition related measurements point to a change in

the composition or the interaction of cosmic rays at ultrahigh energies. A clear resolution of the ultrahigh

energy mystery calls for a significant increase in statistics of cosmic ray and neutrino observations.
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1 Introduction

The mystery of the origin of cosmic rays is cel-

ebrating its 100th, anniversary in 2012. As shown

in Figure 1, the study of this striking non-thermal

spectrum requires a large number of instruments to

cover over 8 orders of magnitude in energy and 24 in

flux. Galactic accelerators are likely responsible for

the dominant component of cosmic rays observed on

Earth, given the containment of lower energy cosmic

rays by the Galactic magnetic field. Recent increase

in gamma-ray observations (see, e.g., [1]) have opened

the possibility that the origin of these Galactic cosmic

rays will be soon identified. Gamma-ray observations

from GeVs to 100s of TeV show at least 10 popula-

tions of gamma-ray generating astrophysical acceler-

ators in the Universe. The main challenge now is to

identify the hadronic accelerators among this list of

sources where the leading candidate continues to be

shock acceleration in supernova remnants. Gamma-

ray and neutrino telescopes together with intermedi-

ate energy cosmic ray observatories are likely to de-

termine the origin of Galactic comic rays in the near

future, but the origin of the extragalactic component

at the highest energies is still quite puzzling.

Models for these unknown extragalactic cosmic

ray accelerators are challenged by the extreme ener-

gies of these particles, observed to reach 100s of EeV

(1 EeV ≡ 1018 eV), while their observation is diffi-

cult due to the very low flux of these extreme events,

below 1 particle km−2 century−1.

Before becoming a mainly extragalactic cosmic

ray population at the highest energies, a transition

from Galactic to extragalactic cosmic rays should oc-

cur somewhere between the knee of the cosmic ray

spectrum at a few PeV (≡ 1015 eV) and the ankle

at a few EeV. These features are shown in Figure 1.

The spectral shape and composition of this transi-

tion will help illuminate the possible sources of both

Galactic and extragalactic cosmic rays as discussed

in Section 3.

Above a few EeV, the so-called ultrahigh energy

cosmic rays (UHECRs) are most likely extragalactic

(recent reviews can be found in [2, 3]). These are
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observed to reach energies that exceed 1020 eV pos-

ing some interesting questions: Where do they come

from? What kind of particles are they? What is the

spatial distribution of their sources? How are they

accelerated to such high energies? What do they tell

us about these extreme cosmic accelerators? How

strong are the magnetic fields that they traverse on

their way to Earth? How do they interact with the

cosmic background radiation? What secondary parti-

cles are produced from these interactions? What can

we learn about particle interactions at these otherwise

inaccessible energies?

Fig. 1. All particle cosmic ray flux multiplied

by E2 observed by ATIC [6], Proton [7], RUN-

JOB [8], Tibet AS-γ [9], KASCADE [10],

KASCADE-Grande [11], HiRes-I [12], HiRes-

II [13], and Auger [14] (adapted from [2]).

LHC energy reach of p− p collisions (in the

frame of a proton) is indicated for compari-

son.

Below, we summarize recent observations of

the spectrum, composition, and the search for

anisotropies in the sky distribution of UHECRs (Sec-

tion 2). The spectral shape supports the notion

that sources of UHECRs are extragalactic including a

spectral feature of a steep decline in flux above about

30 EeV (see Figure 2). This feature can be explained

by the maximum energy of cosmic rays accelerators,

Emax, or can be due to the effect of interactions

between extragalactic cosmic rays and the cosmic

background radiation, named the Greisen-Zatsepin-

Kuzmin (GZK) effect [4, 5]. Hints of anisotropies

have been reported by the leading UHECR observa-

tory, the Pierre Auger Observatory, while composi-

tion indicators from shower development observations

argue for a transition to a heavier component from a

few EeV up to 40 EeV [15]. Heavy nuclei dominated

injection models are quite rare in the astrophysical lit-

erature of candidate sources (see Section 4) and if iron

is the main component at the highest energies, Galac-

tic magnetic fields should wash out most anisotropic

patterns around 60 EeV. Another possible interpreta-

tion of the observed shower development properties is

a change in hadronic interactions above 100 TeV cen-

ter of mass (TeV ≡ 1012 eV), an order of magnitude

higher energy than reached by the Large Hadron Col-

lider (LHC) at CERN.

A new puzzle is born: an injection at the source

dominated by heavy nuclei is astrophysically unex-

pected, while significant changes in hadronic interac-

tions represent novel particle physics above 100 TeV

center of mass. With a significant increase in the in-

tegrated exposure to cosmic rays above 60 EeV, next

generation UHECR observatories may reach the sen-

sitivity necessary to achieve charged particle astron-

omy. In addition, UHE neutrino and photon observa-

tions can further illuminate the workings of the Uni-

verse at the most extreme energies.

2 UHECR observations

After many decades of efforts to discover the ori-

gin of cosmic rays, current observatories are now

reaching the necessary exposure to begin unveiling

this longstanding mystery (see Figure 6 for a history

of the exposures of the largest observatories). The

first detection of UHECRs dates back to [16], but it

was only during the 1990s that international efforts

began to address these questions with the necessary

large-scale observatories. The largest detectors op-

erating during the 1990s were the Akeno Giant Air

Shower Array (AGASA), a 100 km2 ground array of

scintillators in Japan [17], and the High Resolution

Fly’s Eye (HiRes) a pair of fluorescence telescopes

that operated in Utah until 2006 [18]. During their

lifetimes, AGASA reached an exposure of 1.6× 103

km2 sr yr while HiRes reached twice that. To date,

the highest energy recorded event was a 320 EeV flu-

orescence detection [19] by the pioneer fluorescence

experiment Fly’s Eye [20].

Completed in 2008, the Pierre Auger Observatory

is the largest observatory at present [21]. Constructed

in the province of Mendoza, Argentina, by a collabo-

ration of 18 countries, it consists of a 3,000 km2 array

of water Cherenkov stations with 1.5 km spacing in

a triangular grid overlooked by four fluorescence tele-

scopes. The combination of the two techniques into

a hybrid observatory maximizes the precision in the

reconstruction of air showers, allowing for large statis-

tics with good control of systematics. The largest ob-

servatory in the northern hemisphere, the Telescope
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Array (TA), is also hybrid [22]. Situated in Utah, it

covers 762 km2 with scintillators spaced every 1.2 km

overlooked by three fluorescence telescopes.

2.1 Spectrum

The observed cosmic ray spectrum (Figure 1) can

be described by a broken power law, E−s, with spec-

tral index s= 2.7 below the knee at ∼ 1 PeV (= 1015

eV) and s� 3 between the knee and the ankle around

3 EeV. Above the ankle, recent observations reveal a

spectrum whose shape supports the long-held notion

that sources of UHECRs are extragalactic. As shown

in Figure 2, the crucial spectral feature recently es-

tablished at the highest energies is a steeper decline in

flux above about 30 EeV. This feature was first estab-

lished by the HiRes Observatory [12] and confirmed

with higher statistics by the Pierre Auger Observa-

tory [24]. This steep decline in flux is reminiscent of

the effect of interactions between extragalactic cosmic

rays and the cosmic background radiation, the GZK

effect, which causes cosmic ray protons above many

tens of EeV to lose energy via pion photoproduction

off cosmic backgrounds while cosmic ray nuclei pho-

todissociate. This feature was not seen in earlier ob-

servations with the AGASA array [25]. Data from the

Auger Observatory [23] and preliminary data from

the Telescope Array [22] are shown in Figure 2. The

observations agree well given an overall energy re-

scaling of 20% which is within the systematic errors

in the absolute energy scale of 22%.

Another important feature shown in Figure 2 is

the hardening of the spectrum at a few EeV, called

the ankle, which may be caused by the transition from

Galactic to extragalactic cosmic rays or by propaga-

tion losses if UHECRs are mostly protons.

Figure 2 shows the observed spectrum fit by dif-

ferent models of UHECR sources (adapted from [2]).

In the mixed composition and iron dominated mod-

els [26], the ankle indicates a transition from Galactic

to extragalactic cosmic rays, the source evolution is

similar to the star formation rate (SFR), and the in-

jection spectra are relatively hard (power law index

s∼ 2−2.1). In the proton dominated models in the

figure, the ankle is due to pair production propaga-

tion losses [27], named “dip transition models” [28],

and the injection spectra are softer for a wide range

of evolution models. Models with proton primaries

can also fit the spectrum with harder injection with a

transition from Galactic to extragalactic at the ankle.

The confirmed presence of a spectral feature sim-

ilar to the predicted GZK cutoff, settles the question

of whether acceleration in extragalactic sources can

explain the high-energy spectrum, ending the need

for exotic alternatives designed to avoid the GZK fea-

ture. However, the possibility that the observed soft-

ening of the spectrum is mainly due to the maximum

energy of acceleration at the source, Emax, is not as

easily dismissed. A confirmation that the observed

softening is the GZK feature, awaits supporting evi-

dence from the spectral shape (at energies above 100

EeV), anisotropies (which are expected above GZK

energies), composition, and the observation of pro-

duced secondaries such as neutrinos and photons.

Fig. 2. Flux of UHECRs multiplied by E3 ver-

sus energy from the Auger Observatory [23]

and the Telescope Array [22] (the TA abso-

lute energy has been multiplied by 0.8). The

displayed error bars are statistical errors while

the reported systematic error on the absolute

energy scale is 22%. Overlaid are simulated

spectra obtained for different models of the

Galactic to extragalactic transition (ankle or

“dip” transition) and different injected chemi-

cal compositions (pure protons, Galactic mix,

and pure iron) and spectral indices, s from 2

to 2.6 (adapted from [2]).

2.2 Anisotropies

The landmark measurement of a flux suppres-

sion at the highest energies encourages the search

for sources in the nearby extragalactic Universe us-

ing the arrival directions of trans-GZK cosmic rays

(with energy above ∼ 60 EeV). Above GZK energies,

observable sources must lie within about 100 Mpc,

the so-called GZK horizon or GZK sphere. At trans-

GZK energies, light composite nuclei are promptly

dissociated by cosmic background photons, while pro-

tons and iron nuclei may reach us from sources at dis-

tances up to about 100 Mpc. Since matter is known to

be distributed inhomogeneously within this distance

scale, the cosmic ray arrival directions should exhibit
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an anisotropic distribution above the GZK energy

threshold, provided intervening magnetic fields are

not too strong. At the highest energies, the isotropic

diffuse flux from sources far beyond this GZK horizon

should be strongly suppressed.

The most recent discussion of anisotropies in the

sky distribution of UHECRs began with the re-

port that the arrival directions of the 27 cosmic

rays observed by Auger with energies above 57 EeV

exhibited a statistically significant correlation with

the anisotropically distributed galaxies in the 12th

VCV [29] catalog of active galactic nuclei (AGN)

[30, 31]. The correlation was most significant for

AGN with redshifts z < 0.018 (distances < 75 Mpc)

and within 3.1◦ separation angles. An independent

dataset confirmed the anisotropy at a confidence level

of over 99% [30, 31]. The prescription established

by the Auger collaboration tested the departure from

isotropy given the VCV AGN coverage of the sky, not

the hypothesis that the VCV AGN were the actual

UHECR sources. A recent update of the anisotropy

tests with 69 events above 55 EeV [32] shows that

the correlation with the VCV catalog is not as strong

for the same parameters as the original period (20

events correlate out of the original 27 while only 12

correlate out of the new 42). The data after the pre-

scription period shows a departure from isotropy at

the 3σ level. In this meeting it was shown that of the

84 Auger events above 55 EeV, 28 correlate [33] which

amounts to a (33 ± 5)% correlation versus 21% ex-

pected from isotropy. The Telescope Array showed

that 8 out of 20 events correlate [22], which is a

40% correlation while 24% is expected from isotropy.

The two observations are consistent and show that

an anisotropy signal is weak at these energies prob-

ably due to a large isotropic background. The lack

of statistics at higher energies limits the reach of cur-

rent observatories to achieve a clear detection if the

anisotropy is due to the large scale structure and pri-

maries are heavier than proton.

The anisotropy reported by the test with the VCV

catalog may indicate the effect of the large scale struc-

ture in the distribution of source harboring galaxies

or it may be due to a nearby source. An interest-

ing possibility is the cluster of Auger events around

the direction of Centaurus A, the closest AGN (at

∼3.8 Mpc). The most significant excess is in a 24 de-

gree window around Cen A, where 19 of 84 events are

found, while 7.6 are expected by chance correlation

[33]. The significance for the excess region can only

be established with independent data. Only much

higher statistics will tell if Cen A is the first UHECR

source to be identified.

2.3 Composition

The third key measurement that can help re-

solve the mystery behind the origin of UHECRs is

their composition as a function of energy observed

on Earth. Composition measurements can be made

directly up to energies of ∼ 100 TeV with space-

based experiments. For higher energies, composition

is derived from the observed development and parti-

cle content of the extensive air shower created by the

primary cosmic ray when it interacts with the atmo-

sphere.

Assuming that hadronic interactions models de-

scribe reasonably well the air shower properties of dif-

ferent primaries at these energies, observations show

the dominance of light nuclei around a few EeV. As

shown in Figure 3, a surprising trend occurs in data

by the Auger Observatory above 10 EeV, a change to-

ward heavy primaries is seen both in average position

of the maximum of the showers as well as in the rms

fluctuations about the mean up to 40 EeV [15, 34].

As a mixture of different nuclei would increase the

Fig. 3. Average Xmax (top panel) and the

RMS of Xmax (bottom panel) are shown as

a function of the energy. Auger data are the

black points with statistical error bars. Sys-

tematic uncertainties are indicated as a grey

band. Predictions from different hadronic in-

teraction models (EPOSv1.99 in solid lines,

QGSJetII-03 in dash-dot lines, and SIBYLL

2.1 in dotted lines) for proton (p) and iron

(Fe) primaries are shown as labelled.
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rms fluctuations, the observed narrow distribution ar-

gues for a change toward a composition dominated

by heavier nuclei. Using complementary techniques

(asymmetry of the signal rise time and muon produc-

tion depth) designed to make use of the high statistics

of surface detector events, the Auger collaboration ex-

tended the measurement of shower properties to en-

ergies up to 60 EeV [34]. The trend toward heavier

nuclei continues. The preliminary TA measurement

of fluctuations remains closer to light primaries up to

around 50 EeV. The two results are consistent within

quoted errors, so the situation is currently unclear.

As reported in this meeting, the study of show-

ers of energies up to 1018.5 eV gives an estimate of

the proton-air cross section of 505 mb ±22 (statisti-

cal) and + 28 − 36 (systematic uncertainties) [35].

Changes to hadronic interactions from current ex-

trapolations provide a plausible alternative interpre-

tation to the observed shower development behav-

ior above 1018.5 eV. Auger probes interactions above

100 TeV center of mass, while hadronic interactions

are only known around a TeV. The observation of

anisotropies and secondary particles (neutrinos and

gamma-rays) can lead to astrophysical constraints on

the composition of UHECRs, opening the possibil-

ity for the study of hadronic interaction cross sec-

tions, multiplicities, and other interaction parameters

at hundreds of TeV.

The detailed composition of UHECRs is still to

be understood, but it is clear that primaries are not

dominated by photons [36, 37] or neutrinos [38, 39].

Limits on the photon fraction place stringent limits on

models where UHECRs are generated by the decay of

super heavy dark matter and topological defects. Un-

fortunately, the uncertainties on the UHECR source

composition, spectrum, and redshift evolution trans-

lates to many orders of magnitude uncertainty in the

expected cosmogenic neutrino flux as discussed next.

3 The Galactic to extragalactic tran-

sition

The highest energy cosmic rays are likely to orig-

inate in extragalactic sources, given the strength of

Galactic magnetic fields and the lack of correlations

with the Galactic plane. Low energy cosmic rays are

easily created and contained in the Galaxy, so a tran-

sition region should occur in some intermediate en-

ergy. Modern measurements of the spectrum place a

plausible transition region around the ankle at a few

EeV (Figs. 1 and 2). However, the ankle can also

be interpreted as the product of propagation losses

due to pair production [27, 28] in proton dominated

scenarios allowing for a transition at lower energies.

The knee in the cosmic ray spectrum is likely to

signal the maximum energy, Emax, for light nuclei of

dominant Galactic sources and/or the maximum con-

tainment energy for light nuclei in the Galactic mag-

netic field. The same effect for heavier nuclei may

cause the softer spectrum above the knee (see, e.g.,

[40, 41]). Extragalactic sources producing spectra

harder than s=3 can overtake the decaying Galactic

flux around the ankle. Recent studies of a transition

at the ankle which fit the observed spectrum and the

composition trends in this energy region are discussed

in [42] where different models are contrasted. Mod-

els based on proton primaries with a hard spectrum

[43], on a mixed composition with proportions similar

to the Galactic mix, or even on a composition domi-

nated by heavy nuclei [26] fit well the UHECR spec-

trum and composition data around the ankle. In Fig-

ure 2, we show two examples of the so-called “ankle

transition models”: one with source injection s=2.1,

source composition similar to the Galactic mixture,

and source evolution that follows the star formation

rate (SFR); and a second model with similar source

evolution and s = 2, but a pure iron composition in-

jected at the source. Both models fit well the UHECR

spectrum but predict different compositions through-

out this energy range.

Ankle transition models work well for UHECR

scenarios, but they were thought to challenge models

for the origin of Galactic cosmic rays. The require-

ment that Galactic sources reach energies close to the

ankle strained traditional models where acceleration

in supernova remnants (SNRs) was expected to fade

around 1 PeV [44]. A modification to the traditional

SNR scenario, such as magnetic field amplification

in SN shocks [45], or a different progenitors such as

Wolf-Rayet star winds [46], and trans-relativistic su-

pernovae [47] may explain the energy gap from PeV to

EeV. Taking into account magnetic field amplification

and Alfvenic drift in shocks of Type IIb SNRs, [48]

find that Galactic cosmic ray iron can reach Emax ∼
5 EeV, allowing extragalactic cosmic rays to begin to

dominate above the ankle.

The possibility that the ankle is due to pair-

production losses during the propagation of extra-

galactic protons [27] has motivated an alternative

model for the Galactic to extragalactic transition,

called “dip models” [28]. The energy of the predicted

dip is close to the observed ankle and a good fit to the

spectrum over a large energy range is reached with a

softer injection index as the dip proton models shown
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in Figure 2. This option relaxes the need for Galactic

cosmic rays to reach close to EeV energies, however it

needs to be tuned to avoid strong spectral features be-

tween the knee and the ankle. Detailed models where

the lower energy behavior of the extragalactic compo-

nent blends smoothly with the Galactic cosmic rays

have been developed using minimum energy and mag-

netic effects [40, 41, 49–51]. In some of these models a

feature is produced around the “second knee” which

may be observed around 0.5 EeV. The dip model can

fit the observed spectrum if the injection is proton

dominated [26, 52] or with at most a primordial pro-

ton to helium mix [41], which gives a clear path for

distinguishing it from mixed composition models. A

proton dominated flux below the ankle region is a

necessary condition for this model to be verified.

Clarifying the structure of the transition region is

important for reaching a coherent picture of the ori-

gin of Galactic and extragalactic cosmic rays. This

requires accurate spectrum and composition mea-

surements from the knee to the ankle and beyond.

KASCADE-Grande [11] has made great progress

above the knee, recently reporting an interesting

structure in the composition. When dividing their

sample into electron-rich and electron-poor, they find

a kneelike structure in the heavy (electron-poor) com-

ponent of cosmic rays around 8× 1016 eV[53]. This

feature in the heavy component spectrum mimics the

light (proton) knee structure at ∼ 3×1015 eV, giving

credence to a rigidity dependent end of the Galactic

cosmic rays.

UHECR projects have started to lower their en-

ergy threshold such as the Auger Observatory en-

hancements: HEAT (High Elevation Auger Tele-

scopes) [54] and AMIGA (Auger Muons and In l

for the Ground Array) [55]; and the Telescope Ar-

ray Low Energy Extension (TALE) [56]. Having the

same system covering a large range in energy will help

control systematic offsets that degrade the accuracy

of the needed precision. In addition, a strong multi-

wavelength program has shown that magnetic field

amplification occurs in SNRs and Galactic sources

can reach further than previously believed. Finally,

models of hadronic interactions will benefit from the

energy reach of the LHC which can probe hadronic

interactions at energies higher than the knee (Figure

1) and help constrain composition indicators between

the knee and the ankle.

4 Candidate Sources of UHECRs

The requirements for astrophysical objects to be

sources of UHECRs are quite stringent. Sources

should be able to accelerate particles to above 100

EeV with high enough luminosities to explain the ob-

served flux. The detailed shape of the observed flux

and composition of UHECRs are not simply mapped

onto what a candidate source injects, since the prop-

agation from source to Earth modifies the spectrum,

composition, and sky distribution of UHECRs. Prop-

agation studies have become quite accurate when the

effect of the relevant photon backgrounds is consid-

ered (including photons fro the cosmic microwave

background up to ultraviolet background). However,

magnetic fields are crucial for an accurate descrip-

tion of cosmic ray propagation and the magnitude

and structure of cosmic magnetic fields is still quite

uncertain.

The Larmor radius of UHECRs in Galactic mag-

netic fields, rL = E/ZeB ∼ 110 kpc Z−1(μG/B)

(E/100 EeV), is much larger than the thickness of

the Galactic disk. Thus, confinement in the Galaxy

is not maintained at the highest energies, motivating

the search for extragalactic candidate sources. Re-

quiring that candidate sources be capable of confining

particles up to Emax, translates into a simple selection

criterium for candidate sources with magnetic field

strength B and extension R [57]: rL(Emax) ≤R, i.e.,

(R/110 kpc)(B/1 μG)≥Z (Emax/100 EeV). Figure 4

shows a “Hillas diagram” where candidate sources are

placed in a B−R phase-space, including the range of

these parameters for a given system. Most astrophy-

Fig. 4. Hillas diagram of magnetic fields ver-

sus size of candidate UHECR sources. Above

the diagonal lines protons or iron nuclei (as la-

belled) can be confined to a maximum energy

of Emax = 1020 eV. The most powerful candi-

date sources are shown with the uncertainties

in their parameters.
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sical objects do not even reach the confinement line

for iron at 1020 eV. Source candidates that pass

the Hillas requirement include neutron stars, AGN,

Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs), and accretion shocks in

the intergalactic medium.

The Hillas criterion is a necessary condition, but

not sufficient. In particular, most UHECR accelera-

tion models rely on time dependent environments and

relativistic outflows where the Lorentz factor Γ � 1.

In the rest frame of the magnetized plasma, parti-

cles can only be accelerated over a transverse dis-

tance R/Γ, which tightens the Hillas requirement. In

shock acceleration models the efficiency of the acceler-

ator also makes the criterion stricter. In addition, the

maximum accessible energy also depends on details of

the acceleration process. The acceleration time needs

to be smaller than the escape time of particles from

the acceleration region, the lifetime of the source, and

the energy loss time due to expansion and/or to in-

teractions with the ambient medium. Thus, very few

candidates survive a more careful study.

In addition to being able to accelerate up to

Emax ∼> 200 EeV, candidate UHECR accelerators

should have luminosities that can account for the

observed fluxes. A simple estimate of the re-

quired luminosity can be done assuming that all

sources have the same injection spectral index s,

the same steady luminosity in cosmic rays above

1019 eV, L19, and that they are distributed ho-

mogeneously in the Universe with a number den-

sity ns. To account for the observed flux of UHE-

CRs at 1019 eV, the main quantity at play, nsL19.

The flux at 1019 eV gives (E3dN/dE)1019eV ∼
1024 eV2 m−2 s−1 sr−1(ns105 Mpc3)(L19/1042 erg/s),

for the case of s = 2.3 and Emax = 1020.5 eV. For

reference, the number density of normal galaxies in

the Universe today is of order 10−2 Mpc−3, and it

drops to 10−9 − 10−8 Mpc−3 for the most power-

ful active galaxies. For transient sources, this scal-

ing can be translated into: (ṅs/10−9 Mpc−3 yr−1)

(Etot,19/3×1053 ergs), where ṅs is the birth rate of the

source and Etot,19 the total injected energy in cosmic

rays above 1019 eV.

Below we briefly discuss the main astrophysical

sites where UHECRs may originate.

Gravitational accretion shocks are the largest

systems that meet the Hillas criterium. The accretion

of dark matter and gas produce shocks around these

large structures of the Universe (clusters of galaxies,

filaments, walls), where diffusive shock acceleration

can happen. For clusters of galaxies, the linear exten-

sion of the magnetized shock can reach ∼ 1−10 Mpc

and the magnetic field can be ∼ 1 μG (see, e.g., [58]).

However that the strength of the magnetic field up-

stream of the shock can be much smaller, as it was

produced out of the weakly magnetized void. The

detection of very high energy gamma rays from these

shocks would better constrain these parameters. A

time-dependent numerical calculation that includes

energy losses due to interactions of protons with ra-

diative backgrounds shows that the maximum energy

achievable by protons does exceed a few times 1019

eV in these systems [59].

Active Galactic Nuclei are composed of an

accretion disk around a central super-massive black

hole and are sometimes associated with jets termi-

nating in lobes (or hot spots) which can be detected

in radio. For a black hole of mass ∼ 109 M�,

the equipartition magnetic field in the central region

yields B ∼ 300 G. Assuming the central region to be

of order R ∼ 100 A.U., particles could be confined

up to Emax ∼ 150 EeV and accelerated by electro-

static acceleration in the black hole magnetosphere

(e.g., [60]). This energy is hardly reached by par-

ticles in practice due to energy losses in this dense

region. Radio loud galaxies could also accelerate par-

ticles in their inner jets (see e.g., [61]). The quantity

B R ∼ 0.3 G pc for the jets of a ∼ 109 M� black

hole, leading to Emax ∼ 300 EeV, but the acceler-

ation is limited by photo-interactions and adiabatic

losses making the escape of UHE particles non trivial

[62]. For hot spots, the escape should be easier than

in the jet (see, e.g., [63]), but the acceleration in the

bow shock is non trivial [64]. In addition, only the

brightest (and rarest) AGN can meet the energetic

requirements to steadily accelerate particles to the

highest energies [65]. Since the highest energy events

do not point to these rare sources, the acceleration

is likely to be transient phenomenon [66] instead of

continuos.

If UHECRs are accelerated in AGN, the gamma-

ray spectrum of these sources should display signa-

tures of hadronic processes. Future gamma-ray tele-

scopes (such as the Cherenkov Telescope Array) may

distinguish these hadronic signatures from leptonic

acceleration.

Gamma-ray Bursts may also be sources of

UHECRs [67, 68]. The explosion of a GRB leads

to the formation of multiple shock regions which are

potential acceleration zones for UHECRs. The mag-

netic field at these shocks is ∼ 106 G at a distance

R ∼ 1012 cm from the center. These values are

derived for internal shocks that happen before the

ejected plasma reaches the interstellar medium, as-
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suming B ∼ 1012 G near the central engine (of size

R ∼ 10 km) and an evolution B ∝ R−1. The wide

region presented in Figure 4 stems from the time de-

pendence of the event. Models based on GRBs allow

acceleration up to ∼ 1020 eV for selected choices of

magnetic field strength and structure in the different

shocks of the event. The flux of gamma-rays reaching

the Earth from GRBs is generally comparable to the

observed flux of UHECRs, implying a tight energetic

requirement for GRBs to be the sources of UHECRs.

With a GRB rate of ∼ 0.3 Gpc−3 yr−1 at z = 0, it

can be calculated that the energy injected isotropi-

cally (regardless of beaming) in UHECRs needs to be

of order EUHECR > 1053 erg [47, 69, 70]. The transient

nature of these objects can help explain the lack of

powerful counterparts correlating with the arrival di-

rection of the UHECRs, however, the trend toward a

heavy composition at the highest energies is a chal-

lenge for GRB models.

Neutron Stars can easily fulfill the Hillas cri-

terion and might prove to be very good candidate

sources, though they are scarcely discussed in the

UHECR literature. Magnetized rotating neutron

stars (i.e., pulsars) have been suggested as possible

accelerators of cosmic rays since their discovery [71],

due to their important rotational and magnetic en-

ergy reservoirs. Galactic pulsars have been suggested

as the sources of cosmic rays around the knee region

up to the ankle (see, e.g., [72]). Iron nuclei accelerated

in the fastest spinning young neutron stars were used

to explain the observed cosmic rays above the ankle

in a UHECR Galactic source scenario [73]. The strip-

ping of heavy nuclei from the surface of the star can

seed the magnetized wind that accelerates UHECRs

through a unipolar inductor. The final spectrum is a

hard, J ∝ E−1, due to the spin down rate of young

pulsars [73]. The birth of extragalactic magnetars

(neutron stars with extremely strong surface dipole

fields of ∼ 1015 G) was also proposed as a source

of ultrahigh energy protons [74], assuming that the

magnetar birth generates a jet that breaks through

the supernova envelope.

The proposals for the origin of UHECRs in young

neutron stars of [73] and [74] were elaborated to ex-

plain the absence of the GZK effect in the observed

spectrum reported by AGASA [25] without invoking

the so-called top-down models. An increase in the ex-

posure at the ultrahigh energies has shown that the

UHECR spectrum is consistent with a GZK effect,

but the composition may be heavier at the highest

energies. This brings new interest in exploring neu-

tron stars as candidate sources due to the ease of

injecting large portion of heavy nuclei into an accel-

eration region. The birth of pulsars is also a transient

event, which makes a direct correlation between the

highest energy events and the source unattainable, as

discussed below.

5 When should Cosmic Rays start to

point?

One of the most puzzling facts concerning UHE-

CRs is the absence of clear sources in the arrival di-

rections of the highest energy events. If sources are

powerful astrophysical accelerators, photon counter-

parts should be visible in the arrival direction of the

UHECRs. Current upper limits on the strength of

cosmic magnetic fields suggest that protons should

not be deflected by more than a few degrees above

60 EeV, thus some correlation should exist with the

underlying baryonic matter, unless they are heavier

nuclei (which postpones the onset of correlations by

Z).

As a result, many authors have searched for cor-

relations between existing data and astrophysical ob-

ject catalogs. A few correlations have been reported

over the years without a clear confirmation (see, e.g.,

[75, 76]). The latest correlation result concerns the

highest energy events (E > 55 EeV) detected by

the Auger Observatory and AGN within distance

< 75 Mpc [30–32]. These results show that above 55

EeV the distribution of events are anisotropic with

99% CL. The mild anisotropy (33 ± 5%) is likely to

be due to the large scale structures along which AGN

are distributed. Another possible interpretation is

that Auger may be observing in part the last scat-

tering surface of UHECRs rather than their source

population [77].

Another explanation for the absence of counter-

parts in the arrival direction of UHECRs could reside

in the very nature of the sources. The delay induced

by extragalactic magnetic fields of mean strength

BnG =B/10−9 G and coherence length λMpc =λ/Mpc

on particles of charge Z and energy E20 = E/1020

eV with respect to photons over a distance DMpc =

D/Mpc reads [78]:

δt � 2.3×102 yrsZ2

(
DMpc

10

)2 (
λMpc

0.1

)
E−2

20 BnG
2.

(1)

For intergalactic magnetic fields of lower strength

(B ∼< 10−12 G), the time delay can be shorter than a

year over 100 Mpc. However, the crossing of one sin-

gle magnetized filament (with thickness rf and field

Bf ) will lead to a deflection that induces a time delay
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with respect to a straight line of order: δtf �
103 yr(rf/2Mpc)2(Bf/10nG)2 (λMpc/0.1)E−2

20 .

For transient sources like GRBs, young neutron

stars, or AGN flares which have an activity timescale

	 δt, this delay is sufficient to erase any temporal

coincidence between UHECRs and their progenitors

[67, 68].

As discussed above, UHECR sky anisotropies and

their composition are tightly connected. In partic-

ular, if an anisotropy signal is measured above an

energy Ethr assuming that it is produced by heavy

nuclei of charge Z, one expects an anisotropy signal

to be also present at energy Ethr/Z due to the proton

component, depending on the proton to heavy nuclei

ratio injected at the source or produced via propaga-

tion [65].

6 Secondaries from UHECRs

Secondary neutrinos and photons can be produced

by UHECRs when they interact with ambient bary-

onic matter and radiation fields inside the source or

during their propagation from source to Earth. These

particles travel in geodesics unaffected by magnetic

fields and bear valuable information of the birthplace

of their progenitors. The quest for sources of UHE-

CRs has thus long been associated with the detection

of neutrinos and gamma rays that might pinpoint the

position of the accelerators in the sky.

The detection of these secondary particles is not

straightforward however: first, the propagation of

gamma rays with energy exceeding several TeV is af-

fected by their interaction with CMB and radio pho-

tons. These interactions lead to the production of

high energy electron and positron pairs which in turn

up-scatter CMB or radio photons by inverse Compton

processes, initiating electromagnetic cascades. As a

consequence, one does not expect to observe gamma

rays of energy above ∼ 100 TeV from sources located

beyond a horizon of a few Mpc. Above EeV energies,

photons can again propagate over large distances, de-

pending on the radio background, and can reach ob-

servable levels around tens of EeV. Secondary neutri-

nos are very useful because, unlike cosmic-rays and

photons, they are not absorbed by the cosmic back-

grounds while propagating throughout the Universe.

In particular, they give a unique access to observing

sources at PeV energies. However, their small interac-

tion cross-section makes it difficult to detect them on

the Earth requiring the construction of km3 or larger

detectors.

Neutrinos generated during UHECR propagation

[79, 80], often called cosmogenic neutrinos, represent

a “guaranteed flux” and have encouraged efforts to

detect them for decades (see, e.g., [81]). One im-

portant assumption for the existence of cosmogenic

neutrinos, that cosmic rays are extragalactic at the

highest energies, has been verified by the detection

of a feature consistent with the GZK cutoff in the

cosmic ray spectrum [12, 24] and by the indication

of anisotropies in the cosmic ray sky distribution at

the highest energies [30, 31]. These findings herald a

possible resolution to the mystery behind the origin

of UHECRs and the possibility of detecting ultrahigh

energy neutrinos in the near future.

Fig. 5. Cosmogenic neutrino flux for all fla-

vors, for different UHECR parameters com-

pared to instrument sensitivities (adapted

from [82]). Dash-dotted line corresponds to a

strong source evolution case (FRII evolution,

see [83]) with a pure proton composition, dip

transition model, and Emax = 3 ZeV. Uniform

source evolution with: iron rich (30%) com-

position and EZ,max < Z 10 EeV is shown

in the dotted line and the dashed line is for

pure iron injection and EZ,max = Z 100 EeV.

Grey shaded range brackets dip and ankle

transition models, with evolution of star for-

mation history for z < 4, pure proton and

mixed ‘Galactic’ compositions, and large pro-

ton Emax(> 100 EeV)). Including the uniform

source evolution would broaden the shaded

area down to the black solid line. Experimen-

tal limits (solid lines) assume 90% confidence

level and full mixing neutrino oscillation. The

differential limit and the integral flux limit on

a pure E−2 spectrum (straight line) are pre-

sented for IceCube-22 [84], Ice-Cube-40 [85],

ANITA-II [86] and Auger [38]. Dashed lines

show future sensitivities for IceCube 80 lines

[87], and for JEM-EUSO [88]).
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This optimistic view has been dampened by the

indication that UHECRs may be dominated by heav-

ier nuclei [15, 34]. The cosmogenic neutrino flux ex-

pected from heavy cosmic ray primaries can be much

lower than if the primaries are protons at ultrahigh

energies, making a detection extremely challenging

for current observatories. Conversely, if neutrinos are

observed, they will test specific sets of cosmic ray

source parameters.

Figure 5 summarizes the effects of different as-

sumptions about the UHECR source evolution, the

Galactic to extragalactic transition, the injected

chemical composition, and Emax, on the cosmogenic

neutrino flux (adapted from [82]). It demonstrates

that the parameter space is poorly constrained with

uncertainties of several orders of magnitude in the

predicted flux.

Due to the delay induced by cosmic magnetic

fields on charged cosmic rays, secondary neutrinos

and photons should not be detected in time coinci-

dence with UHECRs if the sources are not contin-

uously emitting particles, but are transient such as

gamma-ray bursts and young pulsars.

7 Discussion

The resolution of the long standing mystery of the

origin of ultrahigh energy cosmic rays will require a

coordinated approach on three complementary fronts:

the direct ultrahigh energy cosmic ray frontier, the

transition region between the knee and the ankle, and

the multi-messenger interface with high-energy pho-

tons and neutrinos.

Current data suggest that watershed anisotropies

will only become clear above 60 EeV and that very

large statistics with good angular and energy reso-

lution will be required. The Auger Observatory (lo-

cated in Mendoza, Argentina), will add 7×103 km2

sr each year of exposure to the southern sky, while

the Telescope Array (located in Utah, USA) will add

2×103 km2 each year in the North as shown in Figure

6. Current technologies can reach a goal of another

order of magnitude if deployed by bold scientists over

very large areas. New technologies may ease the need

for large number of detector units to cover similarly

large areas.

A promising avenue to reach the necessary high

statistics is the idea of space observatories (e.g., JEM-

EUSO, OWL, Super-EUSO). With current technolo-

gies, a large statistics measurement of the spectrum

and angular distribution of arrival directions above

GZK energies are well within reach. Improved pho-

ton detection technologies will be needed to recon-

struct shower maxima from space. If deployed in

2017, JEM-EUSO can significantly increase the expo-

sure to UHECRs reaching the level needed to unveil

this mystery [88] as in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. Exposures to UHECRs from 1990 to

present from Fly’s Eye, AGASA, HiRes,

Auger and TA. Estimates of the exposures in

the future of Auger and TA plus the planned

space observatory, JEM-EUSO [88]).

With a coordinated effort, the next generation ob-

servatories can explore more of the ∼ 5 million trans-

GZK events the Earth’s atmosphere receives per year

and find the highest energy accelerators in the Uni-

verse.
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